
 

 

 

Abstract — this study evaluates the ability of several 

Regional Climate Models (RCMs) to simulate rainfall 

patterns in the South Caucasus region. In total, 8 RCM 

simulations were assessed against the CRU observational 

database over different domains, among them two from 

the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling 

Experiment (CORDEX). Seasonal climatology, annual 

rainfall cycles and interannual variability in RCM outputs 

were estimated for 8 homogeneous sub-regions against 

several observational datasets. Different metrics covering 

from monthly and seasonal to annual time scales are 

analyzed over the region of interest. The results confirm 

the distinct capabilities of climate models in capturing the 

local features of the climatic conditions of the South 

Caucasus region. At the same time, the analysis shows 

significant deviations in individual models depending on 

the sub-region and season; however, the ensemble mean is 

in better agreement with observations than individual 

models. Overall, the analysis presented here demonstrates 

that, the multi-model ensemble mean adequately simulates 

rainfall in the South Caucasus and, therefore, it can be 

used to assess future climate predictions for the region. 

This work promotes the selection of RCM runs with 

reasonable performance in the South Caucasus region, 

from which, for the first time, a high-resolution bias-

adjusted climate database can be generated for future risk 

assessment and impact studies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Assessing the anticipated climate variations and change on 

region scale is highly important. The primary tool for 

projecting climate are global climate models (GCMs), output 

of which requires to be downscaled on a finer scale for impact 

study, for which regional climate models (RCM) are used. 

Modeling of climate predictions contains many uncertainties, 

arising from several sources, such as incomplete model 

formulations, future emission scenarios, and many other 

factors. Model errors are probably the most viable to 

characterize, and potentially remedy to reduce the uncertainty. 

Thus, Climate models evaluation is necessary step for model 

development and improvements for assessing and correcting 

model biases [1-3]. 

Design and distribution of global climate model simulations 

of the past, current, and future climate by Coupled Model 

Inter-comparison Project (CMIP) is coordinated and has long 

history of evaluation of the fidelity in simulating the present-

day climate of multiple GCMs as a fundamental step in 

estimating the uncertainty in future climate projections. 

Systematic multi-model RCM experimentations and 

observation-based evaluations are much less mature than those 

for GCM studies. GCMs operate all over the world, and this 

makes their comparison or evaluation more accessible. RCMs 

are focused on a specific geographical area, thus all regions 

are not equally explored and evaluated [4-8]. 

The CORDEX program was established as the first activity 

of the Task Force on Regional Climate Downscaling 

established by World Climate Research Program (WCRP). 

Common experimental designs in CORDEX are advantageous 
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for many practical purposes including model evaluations, 

uncertainty assessments, and constructing multi-model 

ensemble (ENS) [9-11]. The Coordinated Regional Climate 

Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) initiative has made a 

huge number of regional climate predictions available in 

various domains worldwide. This information is critical for the 

design of adaptation strategies and policymaking. The 

challenge is to assess potential multi-domain inconsistency 

while overlapping regions and to develop appropriate 

ensemble methods that try to make the most of all available 

information [12-13]. 

There are a big number of simulations in Europe, 

Mediterranean, Africa and North America (CORDEX 

domains), with numerous RCMs, different resolutions and 

experiments. Number of leading scientific institutes and 

communities are involved in effort to develop regional climate 

and earth system science in the mentioned regions [14-15]. 

Within the framework of these activities the effectiveness of 

separate RCMs has been studied. Uncertainties in regional 

climate simulation, within the multi models, multi-domains 

and resolution system were estimated [16-17]. Also, 

uncertainties in the so-called reference data, i.e. in gridded 

observations or analyses data were investigated. The 

evaluation criteria and suitable metrics for ensembles have 

been determined. The value of the EURO-CORDEX ensemble 

is shown via number of peer-reviewed studies and its use in the 

development of climate services. Evaluations of the EUR-44 

and EUR-11 ensembles also show the benefits of higher 

resolution. Added value of regional downscaling with respect 

to scale, uncertainty, processes, and phenomena was 

investigated in several papers. However, significant challenges 

remain. Further development of scientific understanding aims 

to explore issues such as local-regional phenomena at 

convection-permitting scales and the impacts of land cover 

changes on regional climate across spatial and temporal scales. 

For solution these tasks flagship pilot study (FPS) were 

initiated [18-19]. 

This work focus on hindcast evaluation of precipitation 

pattern over South Caucasus region, which is highly variable 

both in space and in time. The territory unfortunately not fully 

covered with EURO and MED CORDEX domains, were lots 

of RCM simulations are available and rainfall across the both 

domains is well investigated. Only CAS (Central Asia) and 

MENA (Middle East and North Africa) - CORDEX domains 

overlaps our target area. Several simulations became available 

for resent years in these domains, also some study results are 

presented in scientific papers focusing on different 

geographical areas inside of the domain [20-22]. However 

even the main climate parameters – temperature and 

precipitation is not evaluated for South Caucasus region. This 

first demonstration case study focus on hindcast evaluation in 

the multi-model, multi-domain ensemble of an annual rainfall 

cycles, seasonal climatology, and interannual variability [23-

24]. 

This study evaluates the 6 RCM simulations over the 

Georgia using Regional Climate Model Evaluation System 

(RCMES). We include in this research 2 RCMs’ (RegCM v 

4.7.0 and WRF-ARW v3.9.1.1) simulations over the domain 

centered to Georgia performed by us and 6 simulations over 

MENA and CAS domains. Such a choice has resulted in the 

fact that the evolutionary simulations are available only for 

these models on ESGF (Earth System Grid Federation)-

CORDEX archive. 

Section I provides details of the experimental design 

including the evaluation domain, RCMs, reference datasets; 

section II – reference data and models used in the study; 

section III provides details of the Regional Climate Model 

Evaluation System (RCMES) used in the model evaluation; 

Section IV - climate description of country; Section V presents 

the evaluation of RCM skill in simulating the targeted 

variables and examines the uncertainties in model evaluation 

related with reference data; results are summarized in the 

section VI. 

II. DATA 

In our study we have used several data archives, most of 

them are available from the federative ESGF infrastructure, 

including Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling 

Experiment (CORDEX). We downloaded 7 CORDEX 

simulations over Central Asia (CAS) and the Middle East and 

North Africa (MENA) domains, covering South Caucasus 

territory (Fig.1. a,b). Two our simulations with the same 

boundaries and with different configuration over the domain 

centered to South Caucasus region and with the 15 km 

resolution from two RCMs - RegCM4 and WRF have also 

been evaluated (Fig.1. c). 

All RCMs are forced with ERA-Interim - reanalysis of the 

global atmosphere dataset. The ERA-Interim atmospheric 

model and reanalysis system uses cycle 31r2 of ECMWF’s 

Integrated Forecast System (IFS), configured for the spatial 

resolution - T255 spherical-harmonic representation for the 

basic dynamical fields and a reduced Gaussian grid with 

approximately uniform 79 km spacing for surface and other 

grid-point fields. 

For the reference data, we used global gridded observations 

(CRU) and TRMM precipitation monthly data. 

A. Reference data 

For validation of individual models, also for ensemble the 

gridded global data set of the Climate Research Unit (CRU) 

latest version TS 4.03, released on 15 May 2019, covering the 

period 1901-2018 Coverage: all land areas (excluding 

Antarctica) at 0.5° resolution for 6 variables were used. This 

monthly observational data sets are based on statistical 

interpolation methods, which are gridded time-series and 

represent one of the most comprehensive observational data 

sets available [25]. 

TRMM has provided critical precipitation measurements in 

the tropical and subtropical regions of our planet, since its 

launch in 1997. The Precipitation Radar (PR) looked through 
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Fig.1. a, b – CORDEX Middle East and North Africa (MENA) and Central Asia (CAS) domains; c- Caucasus domain (CAU). 

 

 

the precipitation column, and provided new insights into 

tropical storm structure and intensification. The TRMM 

Microwave Imager (TMI) measured microwave energy 

emitted by the Earth and its atmosphere to quantify the water 

vapor, the cloud water, and the rainfall intensity in the 

atmosphere. The most relevant TRMM-related products for 

climate research are TMPA (Multi-satellite Precipitation 

Analysis) 3B43 monthly precipitation averages available in 

0.25° spatial resolution, covering 50°N to 50°S for 1998-

present [26]. 

B. Climate models used in the study 

All RCMs used in this study are hydrostatic atmospheric 

circulation models aimed to run over limited areas. The RCM 

names, responsible institutions for their simulations, 

resolutions, simulation periods and domains are presented in 

the table 1. 

The ALARO-0 model is a configuration of the ALADIN 

model that is developed, maintained and used operationally by 

the 16 countries of the ALADIN consortium. The dynamical 

core of the ALADIN model 120 is based on a spectral spatial 

discretization and a semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian time 

stepping algorithm. The ALARO-0 configuration is based on 

the physics parameterization scheme 3MT (Modular 

Multiscale Microphysics and Transport), which handles 

convection, turbulence and microphysics. 

REMO is a three-dimensional atmosphere model developed 

at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology in Hamburg, 

Germany and currently maintained at the Climate Service 

Center Germany (GERICS) in Hamburg. The physical 

packages originate from the global circulation model 

ECHAM4, although many updates have been introduced. The 

vertical atmospheric levels are represented in a hybrid 

sigmapressure coordinate system. Horizontally, REMO has a 

spherical Arakawa C grid. 

RCA4. Since 1997 the Rossby Centre has developed an 

international standing in the field of regional climate  

 

modelling with the development of the atmospheric model 

RCA, at SMHI. RCA is based upon the numerical weather 

prediction (NWP) model HIRLAM. The RCA4 dynamical 

core is a two time‐level, semi‐Lagrangian, semi‐implicit 

scheme with six‐order horizontal diffusion applied to the 

prognostic variables. 

HadRM3P is limited-area regional climate model widely 

used worldwide as part of the PRECIS (Providing Regional 

Climates for Impacts Studies) system, which was developed at 

the Hadley Centre of the United Kingdom Met Office. Model 

has 0.44 x 0.44 degrees’ resolution with a rotated pole to 

achieve approx. 50 km x 50 km resolution on 19 levels over 

Central Asia domain (CAS-44 domain) representing the period 

from 1990 to 2011. 

RegCM4. Regional Climate Model RegCM is developed at 

ICTP (International Center for Theoretical Physics). It uses the 

radiation scheme of the NCAR CCM3, the cloud scattering 

and absorption parameterization, whereby the optical 

properties of the cloud droplets are expressed in terms of the 

cloud liquid water content and an effective droplet radius. The 

soil hydrology calculations include predictive equations for the 

water content of the soil layers. Simulations with two different 

versions of the model RegCM v.4.3 and RegCM v4.7.0 over 

all three domains are evaluated in this paper. RegCM v.4.3 

was run at the Boğaziçi University, Turkey, over CAS and 

MENA, with 0.440 X 0.440 resolution. The Georgian team of 

researchers performed simulation over Caucasus domain with 

RegCM v 4.7.0. 

WRF-ARW v3.9.1.1. Weather Research and Forecasting 

model is a next-generation mesoscale numerical weather 

prediction system designed to serve both operational 

forecasting and atmospheric research needs (http://www.wrf-

model.org). It is a non-hydrostatic model, with several 

available dynamic cores as well as many different choices for 

physical parameterizations suitable for a broad spectrum of 

applications across scales ranging from meters to thousands of 

kilometers. The dynamic cores in WRF include a fully mass- 

and scalar-conserving flux form mass coordinate version.  The 

physics package includes microphysics, cumulus 

parameterization, planetary boundary layer (PBL), land 

surface models (LSM), longwave and shortwave radiation. 

Georgian team performed simulation with WRF over Caucasus 
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domain.  

 

Table I. Summary of data used in the study 

 

Data        set/version Time range Resolution Domain 

Observation & reanalysis 

CRUvTS 4.03 1901-2018 0.50 X 0.50 Global 

TRMM 1/1998 - 

6/2013 

0.250 X 0.250 Tropics/Mid-

latitudes 

ERA-Interim 1979- to 

near present 

79 km Global 

Climate models 

ALARO-0 (RMIB-UGent) 1980-2017 0.220 X 0.220 CAS 

REMO (HZG-GERICS) 1979-2017 0.220 X 0.220 CAS 

RegCM v 4-3 (BOUN) 1979-2005 0.440 X 0.440 CAS 

HadRM3P (MOHC) 1990-2011 0.440 X 0.440 CAS 

RCA4 (SMHI) 1980-2010 0.220 X 0.220 MENA 

RCA4 (SMHI) 1980-2010 0.440 X 0.440 MENA 

RegCM v 4 (BOUN) 1980-2010 0.440 X 0.440 MENA 

RegCM v 4.7.0 1985-2015 0.150 X 0.150 CAU 

WRF-ARWv3.9.1.1 1985-2015 0.150 X 0.150 CAU 

III. THE REGIONAL CLIMATE MODEL EVALUATION SYSTEM 

(RCMES) 

RCMES is an enabling tool of the NASA for evaluating 

climate models on regional and continental scales using 

observational datasets from a variety of sources. RCMES 

provides a framework for performing systematic evaluations of 

climate simulations, such as those from the CORDEX, using in 

situ observations, as well as satellite and reanalysis data 

products. 

RCMES is composed of two main components, the 

Regional Climate Model Evaluation Database (RCMED) and 

the Regional Climate Model Evaluation Toolkit (RCMET). 

RCMED bringing together massive amounts of observational 

and model data, but also dealing with the wide variety of 

sources and formats of data, necessitating significant 

investments in computer and personnel resources to transfer, 

decode, (re)format, (re)archive, and analyze the data. 

RCMET includes a software suite for calculating statistical 

metrics used in model evaluations and visualizations. RCMET 

includes a Python OSS library for common climate model 

evaluation tasks as well as a set of user-friendly interfaces for 

quickly configuring a model evaluation task. Model-evaluation 

metrics and visualization generally vary widely according to 

users and targets; RCMET includes the capability to 

incorporate user-defined metrics as well as pathways to extract 

partially processed data (e.g., both model and reference data 

regridded onto a common grid) so that users can do their own 

specific data processing and visualizations [27-29]. 

IV. COUNTRY CLIMATOLOGY 

Georgia, due to its geographical location, is under the 

influence of the circulation of temperate and subtropical 

latitudes. Atmospheric precipitation on the country territory 

almost all year is conditioned by cyclonic activities. However, 

precipitation associated with intra-mass processes are occurred 

quite often mainly in the warm period of the year in Eastern 

Georgia, and throughout the year in Western part of the 

country. 

In the formation of climate of Georgia, mainly zonal 

circulation takes place. Sometimes it destroys the meridian 

circulation, during which there is an intrusion of colder air 

masses from the north, and warmers - from the south. In such 

cases, special significance obtains the Greater and Lesser 

Caucasus (South Georgian highlands) ranges. High-

mountainous system of the Caucasus prevents a direct invasion 

of cold air masses from the north. Therefore, even arctic 

invasions in Georgia are mitigated as a result of their 

transformation over the Black and Caspian Sea. During the 

propagation of air masses from the West to Likhi ridge (sub-

meridional range connecting the Greater and Lesser Caucasus, 

dividing the country climatically, watershed of the Black and 

Caspian Seas), they feel forced ascent and is accompanied by 

intense rainfall. Because of the foehn effect in Eastern Georgia 

such processes are often continued without precipitation. This 

type is the most frequent circulation process in Georgia, so it 

significantly affects distribution of precipitation on the country 

territory (Fig. 2.). 

Synoptic processes through which air masses distributed on 

the territory of the Caucasus, and in particular, Georgia, 

grouped into the following types: western, eastern, two-sided, 

anticyclonic and wave disturbances developed in the southern 

regions of the Caucasus. Convective processes also participate 

in the formation of weather and are more pronounced in the 

warm period of year. 

Due to the country climate regime, territory was divided in 
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eight sub-regions to examine the simulation performance 

across the experiments on different sub-regions. These regions 

mostly cover Georgia’s territory but also include some 

neighboring parts, according to the factors of local climate 

formation. On Fig. 2. location and names of sub-regions are 

presented, where R01, R02 and R03 are respectively western, 

central and eastern parts of Greater Caucasus mountains, R04 - 

Kolkheti lowlands, R05 - central part including Likhi range, 

R06 - Adjara Black Sea coastal zone with adjacent mountains, 

R07 - Lesser Caucasus mountains, R08 - eastern country plane 

territory. 

 

 
 

Fig.2. Study (Caucasus) domain: the color contours represent the terrain elevation, the numbered boxes with white boundaries 

indicate the eight sub-regions in which the area-mean time series are evaluated (left); annual precipitation climatology (right). 

V. RESULTS 

The analysis focuses on how the model simulates surface 

climate (precipitation) in response to the large-scale forcing 

imposed by the ERA-Interim reanalysis and by local 

topographical features. Study presented here is performed over 

the interior domain to eliminate the buffer zone where the 

direct effect of the lateral boundary conditions is maximum. 

A. Evaluation metrics 

Different metrics have been used in order to represent the 

performance of climate models in simulating climatic 

conditions. Besides computing the mean bias and root mean 

square error (RMSE), the degree of statistical similarity 

between two climatic fields was quantified in the form of 

normalized Taylor diagrams. This can be considered as 

combination of different measures such as the centered (or bias 

removed) RMSE, spatial standard deviation (STD) and spatial 

correlation. The Taylor diagrams reported in the present study 

are based on 16-year annual and seasonal means in grid points. 

The spatial distribution of mean precipitation and the annual 

cycle of mean monthly precipitation are also presented. 

B. Uncertainties assessment 

The accuracy of reference data is among the most important 

concerns in model evaluation. All observations and/or analyses 

include errors of unknown/estimated magnitudes; e.g., 

analyses based on surface station data are directly affected by 

local station density. This especially true for the Caucasus 

region in which station density varies substantially according 

to regions. Uncertainties in model evaluation originating from 

reference data are examined using two different reference 

datasets. In addition to CRU, the Tropical Rainfall Measuring 

Mission (TRMM) was selected for 1998-2005, overlapping 

with the period when models evaluation was performed. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Evaluation of the simulated precipitation climatology 

over the land using two different reference datasets: CRU (left) 

and TRMM (right), indicate the model ensemble evaluated 

against different reference data. 

 

All RCMs yield higher spatial correlations with the CRU 

than TRMM. The standardized deviations and RMSE are 

smaller in absolute values against CRU, but the same 

normalized metrics are closer to remote-sensing data, 

forasmuch as the spatial variability of the TRMM is larger 

than in situ gridded data (CRU). So normalization by bigger 

quantities produces reduced differences between modeled and 

reference data (in this case TRMM) (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 4 shows the spatial distribution of mean annual 

precipitation biases averaged over the entire period compared 

to the CRU and TRMM datasets. In all seasons (not shown) 

precipitation bias against CRU data mostly ranges between 

±2.4 mm/day over the most of domain, except in summer, 

when the deviation increasing up to ±3.2 mm/day. Differences 

between models and TRMM data range between ±2.0 mm/day 

in the cold period of year (NDJFM - November to March) and 
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for annual biases. During the warm period (AMJJASO - April 

to October) differences are higher (±2.4 mm/day). 

Finally, including longer comparison period the better fit 

was obtained with CRU, although there are some 

systematically occurred features in the spatial distribution of 

these differences. Relative to CRU it is noticeable wet bias 

over Caucasus throughout the year, more apparent in the west 

part in winter season, shifting to the east in summer months. 

Dry bias is the most evident in summer over the plain territory, 

with greatest underestimation on the Black Sea costal area and 

adjacent lowlands. As for TRMM, deviations spatial features 

is almost the same, but in contrary with CRU, for all 

simulations dry bias, occurred again over lowlands and plain 

territory and especially clearly expressed over west country 

coastal zone and lowland territory. It is dominant through 

entire year, precipitation overestimation depicted over the 

Greater Caucasus most explicitly seen in summer. Therefore, 

evaluation of models against two observation datasets 

demonstrates the spatial features of precipitation biases and 

bias pattern is comparable with the terrain profile. 

The differences between precipitation evaluations based on 

the two observation datasets, may have resulted from the 

difference in the observational platform and methodologies. 

This examination shows that, quality control and cross-

examination of reference datasets are important for model 

evaluations. 

C. Evaluation results 

In this study a multi-year evaluation of overland 

precipitation against the CRU dataset is carried out from 1990 

to 2005. As already mentioned, the most noticeable feature is 

the general moisture shift over the Greater and Lesser 

Caucasus (western part) mountains and dry bias in the Black 

Sea coastal area and adjacent Kolkheti lowlands (Fig. 4). The 

spatial patterns of wet biases for all simulations are similar, 

with the largest magnitudes being located over Geater 

Caucasus range. However, overestimation in the HaDRM3P 

and RegCM4 coarser resolution simulations are generally 

larger and extended over west Georgia lowlands. The dry bias 

over lowlands and plains of the territory is found in all 

simulations except RegCM4 with 0.440 resolution integrated 

on MENA (Middle East and North Africa) domain. It seems 

that coarser resolution simulations (0.440) generates greatest 

wet biases and MNA-RegCM4 is an outlier among six RCMs 

in the sense that it overestimates precipitation over almost the 

entire study territory, whereas finer resolution runs (0.220, 

0.150) are main producers of mentioned underestimation over 

lowland areas. 

All RCMs calculations except for the local simulations 

performed for the Caucasus region, seem to overestimate the 

precipitation over the high mountain regions and 

underestimate the low heights, resulting in the least deviated 

ENS results relative to observations in the ±1 mm/day range. 

Overall, all models simulate the spatial variations in the 

annual mean precipitation over Georgia (R02, R03, R05, R07, 

R08) with the spatial pattern correlation coefficients between 

0.5 and 0.8 and standardized deviations (the spatial standard 

deviation of the simulated atmospheric precipitation 

normalized by that of the observed data) of 1.1–1.65 with 

respect to CRU data, except RCA4 and RegCM4, integrated 

for MENA domain on 0.440 grid, with much higher STD up to 

1.6-2.4 (Fig. 3). Fig. 3 also shows that the multi-model 

ensemble mean (ENS) along with ALARO yields the smallest 

RMSE. Investigation those metrics by regions also reveals 

considerable differences, i.e. correlation is much lower (0.2-

0.5) in west part of the country (R01, R04, R06), especially in 

the Black Sea adjacent lowlands (R01), where greatest RMSE 

(up to 4) and STD (up to 2.7) is obtained. 

Comparison of the simulated annual cycle against the CRU 

analysis for the sub-regions shows that the multi-model 

ensemble agrees relatively well with the observed climatology 

in these regions, with the exception of region R01. However, it 

should be noted that there are significant differences between 

selected nine simulations having not identical annual cycles 

and variability range in monthly mean precipitation averaged 

over sub-regions, with differences up to 6-7 mm/day for 

separate models. Accordingly, model biases vary noticeably 

according to regions and seasons (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5 shows time dependence of model deviations since 

precipitation offsets are not constant over time. They have a 

more or less clear annual cycle: there is one RCMs (MNA-

RegCM4) with a constant negative precipitation bias through 

the entire year, for other five models precipitation is mostly 

underestimated in summer (up to 3-4 mm/day), whilst 

overestimated to a varying extent in the rest of the year 

resulting ensemble simulations overall slightly positive bias. 

Therefore, the seasonal variation in the magnitude of the bias 

in area-average precipitation means that the ENS simulation 

has more extreme annual cycle than the annual cycle of the 

observations. In the cold period (NDJFM), all regions of the 

study territory have a wet bias. This appears to be largest over 

the western and central part of Caucasus mountains. Dry bias 

in area-mean precipitation is greatest during autumn and 

especially in summer. In these seasons, dry biases extend over 

entire low elevation regions including the Greater Caucasus 

western part. This can be related to simulation of cold-season 

snowpack in high-elevation regions and/or the lack of 

resolutions both in model simulations and the CRU data, 

suitable for representing the large orographic variations and 

associated variations in atmospheric precipitation in the 

mountainous region. As well as in modifying synoptic systems 

entering the domain enhancing the role of the large scale 

frontal processes while diminishing the locally induced intra-

mass precipitation that is mostly related to extreme rainfall 

events.
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Fig. 4. Annual-mean surface precipitation (mm) from the CRU (a) (left), and TRMM (a) analysis (right). The biases (mm) from 

the reference data for (b)–(j) the individual models and (k) the multi-model ensemble (ENS). 

 

Fig. 6 presents the normalized biases and interannual 

variability in terms of the percentage of the temporal standard 

deviations of the CRU data over the 16-year period of the 

simulated atmospheric precipitation in the eight sub-regions 

during each season. The scaled model bias shows that the wet 

bias over the Caucasus mountains is common for nearly all 

models (except RCMs integrated over Caucasus) and is more 

distinct in the cold period of year (NDJFM) over western 

mountainous part, whereas getting sharper in east and south 

Caucasus in the warm period (AMJJASO). The dry biases 

generated by CAU-15 are less strong during almost entire year 

(by 50%–150% of the observed interannual variability) and 

ENS underestimation over the mountainous region R01 in 

summer, is the only exception. As for dry bias on the 

intermountain area (R04, R05, R08) negative deviations are 

systematic for most of models (except MNA-RegCM4 and 

CAS-HaDRM3P) in the warm period (AMJJASO), getting 

especially evident for west Georgia lowlands (R04) in summer 

months. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Simulated and observed (CRU, thick red) precipitation annual cycle (mm) for eight sub-regions. The thin red line 

indicates the multi-model ensemble precipitation. 

 

Models skill in simulating the interannual variability of the 

seasonal precipitation is further examined using RMSE and the 

temporal correlation coefficients between the simulated and 

CRU data. The resulting RMSE (Fig. 6) exceeds the 

interannual variability of the CRU data regardless the models 

and seasons (i.e., normalized RMSE>100%), especially during 

winter, when the normalized RMSE for the multi-model 

ensemble is not less than 240% while for separate RCMs is 

well above 400% mostly for regions belonging to Greater 

Caucasus range (R01, R02, R03). As for ENS, it yields the 

smallest RMSE in spring (MAM). Like the bias, it reveals 

systematic behavior in terms of regional distribution, i.e. 

throughout the year RMSE is the greatest over the Greater 

Caucasus range, enhancing in the west part in the cold period 

and in the east in the warm period of the year. Additionally, for 

annual and cold period means because of mostly 

underestimation is evident, ENS RMSE is greater than for 

separate models that are ALARO and RCMs integrated over 

Caucasus domain, having generally negative bias. 

The spread of bias fields mostly ranges between –240% and 

+240%, however MNA-RegCM4 and CAS-HaDRM3P 

(overestimation) models are exceeding these limits in winter-
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spring period almost all over the country. Other models are 

beyond these ranges over Greater Caucasus regions. 

Underestimation greater than these limits is common not for 

any specific model but for the lowland and plain territory 

(R01, R08) in summer-autumn seasons. CAS-HaDRM3P in 

the cold period of year and MNA-RegCM4 in warm period 

typically show a strong wet bias when compared to the CRU 

observational dataset. In general, RegCM4 and WRF, 

integrated over CAS and Caucasus domains, performs among 

the best climate models: i.e., producing close to zero mean 

annual bias due to the least biased performance during the 

period from November to March. Hence, higher resolution 

simulations (RegCM4, WRF) are expected to decrease the 

mean bias fields, and actually the standard deviation of bias 

averaged over the region in each season is smaller in case of 

RegCM4 and WRF compared to the ensemble (Fig. 6). The 

wide range of the spread in seasonal biases can be directly 

attributed to the different topography and parameterizations 

implemented in the evaluated climate models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. Regional (a) bias, (b) temporal correlation coefficients, (c) root mean square error and (d) temporal standard deviation 

of simulated average seasonal precipitation relative to CRU observations. Seasons are defined as follows: winter-DJF 

(December–February), spring-MAM (March–May), summer-JJA (June–August) and autumn-SON (September–November). The 

bias, standard deviation, and RMSE are normalized by the standard deviation of the CRU data.

 

The model biases also vary systematically according to 

regions. For spring, the most noticeable systematic biases are 

the wet bias over the almost entire territory with relatively 

smaller dryness revealed in the central mountainous part (R05 

Likhi range). For autumn, the most systematic biases are again 

the wet bias in the mountainous regions including east Georgia 

plains (R08), whilst dry bias is enlarged relative to spring and 

cover also west Georgia lowlands. In winter, wet bias is 

evident relative to other seasons as shown in Fig. 6. As for 

summer, dry bias getting the dominant compared to other 

seasons and it varies closely with orography. This feature of 

orography dependence bias is noticeable during whole year but 

most evident in summer. The evaluation of the temporal 

standard deviation, a surrogate for the interannual variability, 

shows that all models perform reasonably well in simulating 

the interannual variability of spring precipitation for all sub-

regions. Most of RCMs overestimate the interannual 

variability of the cold season precipitation; overestimation is 

greatest for the models integrated over the MENA domain. For 

all seasons finest resolution simulations, integrated over 

Caucasus domain have the least STD. 

Correlation coefficients between the simulated and CRU 

time series (Fig. 6) also shows that climate models examined 

in this study generally perform better in simulating the phase 

of the interannual variation in the over land precipitation 

during autumn (SON) than in other seasons. As for separate 

simulations, the poorest correlation was found for WRF model 

integrated on Caucasus domain. Overview of seasonal means 

approved that degree of matching with observation vary by 

regions and depends on season. In contrary with annual 

correlations, west Georgia regions (R01, R04, R06) were 

found as almost not correlated with observations, whilst the 

same regions 04 and 06 have the highest scores for winter and 

autumn seasonal means. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In the present study, six climate models have been evaluated 

over 16-year reference period (1990−2005) against CRU 

observational dataset, while the TRMM data have been used 

for comparison. The aim of this study is to provide useful 

information on general capabilities of given models in 

reproducing climatic conditions over the South Caucasus 
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region. This article does not attempt to identify the physics and 

dynamics of the model responsible for the differences in RCM 

performance. In general, the annual precipitation cycle 

averaged over the study region is relatively well represented 

by ensemble modeling. According to the spatial distribution of 

seasonal precipitation, models performing well for annual 

precipitation do not necessarily perform well in separate 

seasons. The model performance varies widely and, often 

systematically, according to regions and seasons. These 

characteristics in model errors make it difficult to design a set 

of model weightings that can be universally applied to the 

construction of multi-model ensemble.  

According to the findings reported in the present work, the 

following considerations can be made: (i) there is not a single 

model outperforming the other ones in all aspects, but it is also 

important to note that all models have their strength and 

weaknesses; (ii) higher resolution simulations may more 

adequately resolve over-land precipitation variations in the 

region; (iii) but due to the amplification of biases or the 

increased internal variability on small scales induced by strong 

local surface heterogeneities within the regional domain, 

higher resolution simulations not necessarily reduce the 

uncertainties; (iv) domain of model integration might has a 

significant impact; (v) model performances are also influenced 

by observational uncertainties and (vi) it is fundamental to test 

whether a RCMs is able to reproduce the mean climatology 

and temporal variability over a region using finer scale 

observations from different sources. 
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